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tasks that the federal agency would have done at its own expense nt that those tasks were, like the tasks in private businesses, of
priority. These requirements presented challenges that were met h varying degrees of success.
Some of the demonstration projects provide examples of the effects restrictions on program operations.  In one YCCIP demonstration ject, Ventures in Community Improvement (VICI), funds for supplies
equipment were obtained from local sources, with such success that e of the eight VICI sites continued operations with local support er YEDPA funds were gone. A study of the involvement of private iness in the entitlement program (YIEPP) found that the higher the lity of work, the higher the displacement of nonsubsidized workers, gesting the inconsistency between the Provision that Jobs not be e-work and the Davis-Bacon no-displacement requirement.
The involvement of private businesses in youth programs met with ed success. The entitlement program (YIEPP) recruited nearly 6,000 inesses äs work Sponsors, representing 55 percent of all work spon-s (public and private) participating and 20 percent of youth Job rs. However, even when offered a füll subsidy at the minimum wage
relieved of overhead costs, only 18 percent of the employers pled in a survey of private businesses (Ball et al., 1981) would ee to accept an entitlement program youth. At a 75 percent wage sidy, the agree-to-participate rate dropped to 10 percent, and at a percent subsidy it dropped to 5 percent. On the whole, however, the loyers in the entitlement program reported satisfaction with the ths placed with thern, and one in five hired that person after the sidy ended. The Corporate Career Demonstration Project, on the er hand, which was to train youths in corporate careers through cement in entry-level positions in participating businesses, could
recruit youths of the appropriate skill level for the program. The vate employers were unwilling to participate when the participants1 k of basic skills became apparent.
Task 4: Assessing Participant Needs and Matching Them to Program Services
There are two basic ways of assessing needs and prescribing vices for youths:  according to their membership in broadly defined ups or äs particular individuals. The first method considers such racteristics äs age, school Status, or family status (e.g., herhood) . These categories may then be connected to broad egories of program components suited in general to members of the up—providing skills training, for example, to groups of older ths, with or without particular Services, such äs child care. tinctions among these groups of people can be made on the basis of ective characteristics and appropriate assignment can be made tinely. This was perhaps the predominant method of assessing needs YEDPA, particularly in the formula-funded programs. The second hod, based on individual needs, considers such issues äs educational iciencies, career aptitudes and interests, and social, family, or

